Is Your Business in Tip-Top Shape?
In other words – is your company consistently strong, healthy and prosperous?
Either way, it might be time for a TIP-TOP Workshop™, with Scott Abbott.
The Incredibly Powerful Traction Optimization Program (TIP-TOP) - are super engaging, highly
informative, interactive workshops - complete with inspirational videos, impactful materials,
and tangible takeaways that will help business owners, leaders and leadership teams review
and assess the fitness of your company … gain helpful insights, tools and techniques … and at
the same time, learn and evaluate your use of the Entrepreneurial Operating System (EOS)®.
EOS, as outlined in the best-selling book Traction™, is a proven, exceptionally simple, and
extraordinarily effective business building & management operating system - that along with
the TIP-TOP Workshop, will help you define and develop the essential structure and attributes
for generating consistently great traction: especially for startups, small and midsize companies.
For the record: even if you decide not to fully incorporate EOS within your organization … the
TIP-TOP Workshop and its many tangible benefits, will help you and your team optimize your
vision, abilities, actions and results as a strong, high-performance and enduring organization.
And in turn, optimize your individual and collective effectiveness. That’s what it’s all about.
By the way, in addition to having developed the TIP-TOP Workshops, Scott Abbott will be
personally facilitating your TIP-TOP Workshop. To note, Scott is a certified Professional
Implementer™ of EOS, and has been working with EOS since 2008. As far as his overall skills,
credentials and capabilities, Scott has 20+ years of experience and expertise starting, leading
and investing in tech startups, small and midsize organizations, and many of the Fortune 1000.
He is an E&Y Entrepreneur of the Year Finalist™, Entrepreneur in Residence at Indiana
University, and a best-selling and award-winning author of 3 books, including Level-UP
to Professional. And he is absolutely prepped, primed and passionate about helping openminded and growth-oriented people, be consistently successful: in business, work and life.
So, if you’re ready for your company to be in tip-top shape … and to have a consistently strong,
healthy, high-performance organization … then check out www.tiptopworkshops.com today.

